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Final Program
PL2  Plenary Session 2
Chair  K. Dasse; Louisville, US

09:30  PL3  The Bionic Hand: Coupling the Brain to Prostheses  
O. Aszmann; Vienna, AT

10:00  PL4  Mechanical Cardiac Support and Cardiac Rhythm Management: A Marriage of two Technologies  
M. Hess; Minneapolis, US

Friday, September 8 / 11:00-12:30 / Hall 2

A22  Symposium: Numerical Modelling: Design, Optimization and Functional Characterization of VAD's
Chair 1  F. Consolo; Milan, IT  
Chair 2  L. Wiegmann; Zürich, CH

11:00  O84  Past and Future of Blood Damage Modelling in Biofluid Mechanics Laboratory  
L. Goubergrits; Berlin, DE

11:12  O85  Strain-Based Blood Damage Modeling – Current Status and Future Perspectives  
L. Pauli; Aachen, DE

11:24  O86  Computational fluid dynamic analyses and in vitro assessment of a novel microfluidic flow-based assay  
A. Dimasi; Milano, IT

11:36  O87  Numerical modeling of the thrombogenic potential of altered hemodynamics at the left ventricular apex-LVAD interface based on non-invasive patient-specific imaging techniques  
F. Consolo; Milano, IT

11:48  O88  Numerical design improvement and experimental testing of a small VAD  
K. Fraser; Bath, GB

12:00  O89  Influence of pump design variations on hydraulic performance and blood damage: a computational fluid dynamics analysis  
L. Wiegmann; Zurich, CH

12:12  O90  Robust computational tools to improve the development process of mechanical circulatory support  
T. Kaufmann; Aachen, DE

12:24  Summary

Friday, September 8 / 11:00-12:30 / Hall 3

C22  Symposium: Nanomedicine
Chair 1  T. Groth; Halle, GE  
Chair 2  G. Gallego-Ferrer; Valencia, ES

11:00  IL  Two Decades of Commercializing Nanomedicine for Artificial Organs  
T. Webster; Boston, US

11:25  IL  3D Printing of Advanced Photopolymers in Tissue Engineering  
S. Boudis; Vienna, AT

11:45  O91  Immobilization strategies with glycosaminoglycans-polymeric drug conjugate on biomaterials for anti-inflammatory purposes  
H. Al-Khoury; Halle (Saale), DE

12:00  O92  Electrospinning of fibres for nanomedical applications  
A. Repanas; Halle (Saale), DE

12:15  O93  Vascular grafts with defined fiber orientations  
C. Grasli; Vienna, AT